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Introduction

This document is to be printed out, read and used by all athletes participating in the qualification for the Swiss Alpine Battle 2016. Each athlete is required to be familiar with the format of the workouts as well as the movement
standards. We recommend to watch the videos posted on our web site explaining each workout.
All workouts can be performed in any order during the one month qualification period from June 3
to July 3, 2016. The deadline to publish your scores for each workout on WODcast is July 3, 21:00 CET (Swiss
Time). Athletes must perform WOD 2 and WOD 3 together. WOD1 can be done separately but the score of the
two athletes will be added together.
All scores must be submitted with a video link. Your videos will be judged according to the movement standards
as following:
• Good (no “bad repetition(s)” that are recorded in the athlete’s score).
• Valid-Minor Penalty (1 to 4 bad repetitions) results in subtracting 1 to 4 reps from the score.
• Valid-Major Penalty (more than 5 bad repetitions) results in subtracting 15 % of total reps.
• Invalid (you’re not following the movement standards, the camera is misplaced, violation of the
workout format, miscounting of the repetitions): your score will not be valid in this case.
It is the responsibility of the athlete(s) to ensure the submission of the video as early as possible in order to make
a new attempt if the score isn’t valid the first time.
If you have any questions, you can either post a comment on our Facebook page (www.facebook.com/swissalpinebattle) or write an email to info@swissalpinebattle.com
Good luck!

GET READY TO BREATHE HARD!

Qualifier WOD 1
KILL THE THRUSTER

2016

Every 1 minute for as long as he/she can, each athlete does
Min
1
2
3
4
x

Movements
100 m row +
100 m row +
100 m row +
100 m row +
100 m row +

1 thruster
2 thrusters
3 thrusters
4 thrusters
x thrusters

Weight is 42.5kg for men / 30kg for women

SCORE IS: total number of thrusters for athlete A + athlete B
To film your WOD 1 stress free use: https://wefit.io/events/swiss-alpine-battle-wod1

Equipment
Male/Male:
- 20 kg Barbell, clips
- any kind of weight plates for 42.5kg
- concept2 rower

Male/Female:
- 15 kg Barbell, clips
- any kind of weight plates for 42.5kg and 30kg
- concept2 rower

Workout Flow
The athlete completes the 100m row, and 1 thruster in minute one, and adds one additional thruster each round,
until the athlete is no longer able to finish the work within the 1 min time-cap. Athletes can complete this WOD
at different times and places as there will be two individual scores which will be added together. The score of
the workout is the total reps of successful thrusters for athlete A + athlete B. Should an athlete not manage to
complete the 2 movements during the 1 minute then the workout is over. The thrusters don’t need to be unbroken.
Standards
Rower: The athlete may begin the workout seated on the rower but may not grab the handle until the call of
“go” or until a new minute starts. The rower must be programmed for the distance interval (100m). You are not
allowed to get off the rower before the display shows the required distance.
Thruster: This is a standard barbell thruster in which the barbell moves from the bottom of a front squat to full
lockout overhead. The bar starts on the ground. No racks allowed. The hip crease must clearly pass below the
top of the knees in the bottom position. A full squat clean into the thruster is allowed. Using a ball, box or other
object to check for proper depth is not allowed. The barbell must come to a full lockout overhead with the hips,
knees and arms fully extended, and the bar directly over the body.
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Qualifier WOD 2
SHORT AND SPICY

For time - Movements:
50 Deadlifts (partner deadlift hold)
80 kg male/60 kg female
40 Partner wall-ball shots (3 m target) 20 lbs male/male; 14 lbs male/female
30 Synchronized power snatches
42,5 kg male/30 kg female
20 Synchronized toes-to-bar
10 Muscle-ups

SCORE IS: Total time (minute, second)

If you cannot finish the WOD in the time cap, add 1 second to your score for each repetition missing
To film your WOD 2 stress free use: https://wefit.io/events/swiss-alpine-battle-wod2

Equipment
Male/Male:
- 4x20 kg barbells + clips
- any kind of weight plates for 80kg and 42.5kg
- 20 lb medicine ball & 3m target/wall
- pair of muscle-up rings

Male/Female:
- 2x20kg barbells + clips
- 2x15kg barbells + clips
- any kind of weight plates for 80kg, 60kg, 42.5kg and 30kg
- 14 lb medicine ball & 3m target/wall
- pair of muscle-up rings

Workout Flow
This workout is for time, and there is a 10 min time cap. The WOD has a tiebreak, after completing the 20
synchronised toes-to-bar.
On the call of 1-2-3 Go! athlete A lifts up the weight, and athlete B may start the deadlifts when athlete A is
holding the weight in full extension. Athletes may change as often as they want to and they may drop the
barbell whenever they want until they reach 50 reps.
For the wall-ball shots, both athletes must use only ONE wall-ball. Athlete A will perform one standard wall-ball
shot which will be received by athlete B who then performs a repetition until they reach 20( 40 per athlete).
The team then moves on the the 30 synchronised power snatches. The synchronised parameter is the fully
extended position overhead, both at the same time. Athletes don’t need to touch the floor with their barbells at
the same time.
The team then continues with the synchronised toes-to-bar. The synchronised parameter is that both athletes need
to bring their toes to the bar simultaneously. The athletes may use a kipping or strict technique, as long as they hit
the synchronised parameters until they collect 20 repetitions.
The final part is 10 ring muscle-ups. Only one athlete is allowed to work at a time. Athletes may change as often
as they want to as long as they clearly tag hands. Athletes may help each other to reach the rings if needed.
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Standards
Deadlifts: This is a traditional deadlift with the hands outside the knees. Sumo deadlifts are not allowed.
Starting on the floor, the barbell is lifted until hips and knees reach full extension with the shoulders behind the
bar. The arms must be straight throughout, any grip style (normal, mixed) is allowed. No bouncing, no straps, no
powerlifting suits or other tools.
Deadlift hold: Athlete A lifts up the bar and stops at the top of the deadlift position and holds this position as
long as Athlete B performs reps. If athlete A drops the barbell, athlete B needs to stop working.
Wall-ball shots: In the wall-ball shot, the medicine ball must be taken from the bottom of a squat, hip crease
below the knee, and thrown to hit the specified target. The center of the ball must hit the target at or above the
specified target/wall height (3m target for both categories). If the ball hits low or does not hit the wall/target, it is
a “no rep.” If the ball drops from the top, it cannot be caught off the bounce to begin the next rep. The ball must
settle on the ground before being picked up for the next rep.
Partner wall-ball shots: Athlete A performs one full wall-ball which is received by athlete B. If the ball drops,
athlete B must take the medicine ball from the floor, go to the bottom of a squat and thrown it to the target/wall.
Power Snatches: For the power snatch, the barbell begins on the ground and must be lifted overhead in one
smooth motion. Touch-and-go is permitted. No bouncing or dropping and catching the barbell on the rebound.
Once dropped, the barbell must settle on the ground before the athlete begins the next repetition. No part of
the body other than the feet may touch the ground during the repetition. The barbell must come to full lockout
overhead with the hips, knees and arms fully extended, and the bar directly over the middle of the body. This
is not a ground-to-overhead any way. A clean and jerk, where the bar is lifted to the shoulders and then lifted
overhead is a “no rep.” A power snatch, muscle snatch or split snatch is permitted, so long as all requirements
are met.
Synchronised parameters: Both athletes need to be in a fully extended position overhead at the same time. If
athlete A is faster than athlete B, he must wait for athlete B at the top for the rep to count. If athlete A performs a
snatch while athlete B fails his/hers, athlete A can wait for athlete B at the top of the snatch.
Toes-to-bar: In the toes-to-bar, the athlete must go from a full hang to having the toes touch the pull-up bar.
At the start of each rep the arms must be fully extended and the feet must be brought back behind the bar and
behind the body. Both feet must come into contact with the bar at the same time, inside the hands.
Synchronised parameters: Both athletes need to touch the bar with both feet at the same time.
Ring Muscle-Up: In the muscle-up, you must begin with, or pass through, a hang below the rings with arms fully
extended (with or without a ‘false grip’) and the feet off the ground. The elbows must be fully locked out while
supporting yourself above the rings. Kipping the muscle-up is acceptable, but swings or rolls to support are not
permitted. If consecutive kipping muscle-ups are performed, a change of direction below the rings is required.
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Qualifier WOD 3A + 3B
GO HEAVY OR GO HOME

WOD 3A: 10 min AMRAP
2 - 4 - 6 - 8 - 10 - 11 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18...

Chest-to-bar pull-ups
Box jump over

WOD 3B: 3RM shoulder-to-overhead

SCORE 3A IS: TOTAL REPETITIONS
SCORE 3B IS: WEIGHT (KG) SUCCESSFULLY LIFTED BY ATHLETE A + ATHLETE B
To film your WOD 3 stress free use: https://wefit.io/events/swiss-alpine-battle-wod3

Equipment
Male/Male:
- 2x20 kg barbell + clips
- any kind of weight plates
- 1 box (24”)
- pull-up rack

Male/Female:
- 20kg barbell + clips
- 15 kg barbell + clips
- any kind of weight plates
- 1 box (24” and 20”)
- pull-up rack

Workout Flow
On the call 1-2-3 Go! Part A of the workout starts. The athletes need to perform 2 chest-to-bar pull-ups and 2
box jump over to complete the first round with each round increasing by 2 additional reps. The whole workout is
running for 10 minutes and the score for 3A is the total reps completed. Athletes are allowed to change as often
as they want to but each time they must clearly tag their partner.
After part A both athletes move to part B which has an 8 minute time-cap. Both athletes start with an empty
barbell and load their chosen weight, without help. Athlete A starts to perform his first attempt of a 3 rep max
shoulder to overhead. As long as athlete A is working athlete B is not allowed to work. A soon as athlete A
drops the bar, they must tag hands and athlete B is allowed to start his attempt. Loading the barbell while the
other athlete is working is permitted but make sure you film the weight of your successful attempt before loading
the barbell for a second attempt. Athletes may increase but not decrease the weights, even if they fail their first
attempt.
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Standards
Throughout the WOD athletes are allowed to change as often as they want to, and they can split the reps as they
wish but each athlete must at least perform %30 of the reps per movement. It is not permitted for an athlete to do
the whole workout alone or to do only one of the two movements.
Chest-to-bar Pull-ups: This is a standard chest-to-bar pull-up. Dead hang, kipping or butterfly pull-ups are
allowed, as long as all the requirements are met. The arms must be fully extended at the bottom. At the top, the
chest must clearly come into contact with the bar below the collarbone. Any grip style is allowed.
Box jump over: Each rep begins with a two-footed jump and two-footed landing on the box; both feet must
touch the box. One-footed jumps and step-ups are not permitted. The athlete may not use their hands, and the
feet must go on the box, not around it. Each rep ends on the opposite side of the box from where it began. The
next rep will begin from there and return to the first side. Stepping down from the box and single-foot landings
are permitted. Each team may use only 1 box. For the male/female category, athlete A may turn the box to
the required height when athlete B is performing chest-to-bar pull-ups but athletes must clearly tag hands when
changing.
Shoulder-to-overhead: Each rep begins with the bar on the shoulders in the front rack position. The rep
finishes with the weight fully locked out overhead centred over the middle of the body. A shoulder press, push
press, push jerk, split jerk or squat jerk may be used, as long as the elbows, shoulders, hips and knees are fully
extended, and the bar finishes directly over the body with the feet in line. The bar will begin on the ground and
there will be no racks. Athletes may use a muscle clean, power clean, squat clean or split clean to bring the bar
on their shoulders. In total, athletes need to perform 3 reps to get a valid score.
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